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I
T’S NO news that
your wardrobe says a
lot about your
personality. The way

you dress significantly
influences how others
perceive you and may
affect whether you get
hired or promoted, or
make more money.

“The way you dress
for work is determined
by the industry that you
work in and by your own
personal style.

“Be that as it may, there has to be a
significant difference between what
you wear on the weekend and what
you wear that puts your mindset in
work mode,” says Dominique Wolf
from The Style Coach. “I believe that if
you have good quality basics for work,
including things like a black blazer,
white collared fitted shirt and tailored
pants (all these for men and women),
you can add colour, trends, patterns
and accessories and dress up or down
effortlessly,” she says.

Wolf ’s work as a
style coach includes
wardrobe audits and
overhauls, personal
shopping, personal
styling, as well as
conducting corporate
workshops.

“The biggest
problem corporates
face these days is that
people do not put any
effort into what they
wear and it ultimately
affects their work
performance. You see,
it’s a vicious circle and
to put it bluntly, if you
do not respect yourself
enough to put a little effort into the
way you look, chances are that nobody
else is going to respect you,” says Wolf.

“The idea that putting on a smart
suit and tie makes you successful is
very naive. The truth is, and it has
been proven, that if you dress
appropriately for your environment, in
a way that shifts your mind into work
gear, you will perform and be
productive. Simply put, a very creative
hipster will feel completely uninspired
in a suit and tie and a stock broker will
probably be completely thrown off
course in jeans and a T-shirt.

“I think it is up to the company or

business to establish a
solid brand identity and
dress code which is
strictly adhered to and
the employees need to be
comfortable with that
and understand the
importance of it.”

Willene Sieberhagen,
an image consultant
with Chata Romano,
reiterates that the way
you dress speaks
volumes about you
before you even open

your mouth. “People judge you by the
non-verbal image you project, without
you even having the opportunity to
start a conversation. You want this
impression to be positive. A further
reason is to keep renewing your self-
confidence. A confident person is a
successful person who not only breeds
success in his or her own life, but also
want to invest in others,” she says.

Universal dress rules can’t be set in
stone, because what is considered

appropriate varies by
workplace, field and
what is happening on a
given day. “Don’t enter
your workplace
without knowing its
dress code. If you must,
call the human
resources department
and ask. Good
grooming is at least 10
times more important
than making a fashion
statement. Good taste
and fashion are not
always synonymous,”
says Sieberhagen.

High-heels may be
fashionable, but be
comfortable. When you

walk uncomfortably, your entire
posture or non-verbal body language is
compromised, she says.

“Avoid overwhelming accessories
such as an oversized watch, statement
necklace or lots of dangling bracelets
as people will be distracted by it.”
● Willene Sieberhagen can be contacted

at 082 451 1959 or willene@chata

romano.com or visit www.chata

romano.com for more image 

solutions.

● Dominique Wolf can be contacted at

www.thestylecoach.co.za or via

e-mail at

dom@thestylecoach.co.za.

SIEBERHAGEN’S rules for
dressing for the workplace: 
● Thou shalt invest in a
great work bag
Whether you need a
briefcase, laptop bag or
smaller clutch to hold
essentials only, a bag is an
accessory and must
compliment your outfit and
overall appearance.
● Thou shalt not turn
Casual Friday into Scruff
Day
Dress-down day allows for a
more relaxed but not
entirely casual tone to your

everyday work outfit. Choose
darker-shade jeans
accompanied by smart-casual
elements such as a neat
blouse or golf shirt, jacket,
smart cardigan and elegant
accessories. No sweat pants,
slops or sneakers!
● Thy socks shalt match
thy shoes
Your sock and shoe both
goes onto your foot and
must therefore match. Stick
to classic basic colours like
black, charcoal, navy and
beige for an everyday
professional look.

DOMINIQUE Wolf Top 5
Tips which apply to men
and women:
1. Know your body type
and what shapes suit it.
2. Never wear anything
too loose or too tight.
3. Underwear must never
be visible.
4. Find good, quality
classic pieces that suit you
and then add trends.
5. You best accessory is
your attitude.
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